
 

 

COLLEGE OF LAW COMMUNICATIONS STYLE GUIDE 

 

Alumni Attribution 

alumnus (one male); alumna (one female); alumni (group with one male or more; “alums” 

also OK in less formal writing); alumnae (group of women only) 

 

Bar 

Lowercase for generic references to “the bar,” “bar exam,” and “bar passage.” The proper 

names of bar organizations and bar exam bodies should be uppercase e.g., New York State 

Board of Law Examiners and New York State Bar Association  

 

Bolding 

In the COL Yearbook, Stories Book, and Giving Book, proper names of people associated 

with the College of Law or Syracuse University should be bolded, along with the proper 

names of COL institutes, centers, programs, and units.  

Historical references: in general, do not bold professors who have since left the College, 

except in cases where the association endures, such as a former dean or professor 

emeritus. Do not bold deprecated units and programs, only current ones.  

Amanda Hiffa Dondero L'11 met with Staci Dennis-Taylor L'14 … 

The  Hon. James E. Baker, Director of the Institute for Security Policy and Law … 

James B. Brooks was the first Dean of the College … 

The Institute for Security Policy and Law, formerly known as the Institute for National 

Security and Counterterrorism … 

 

Bullet Points 

In general, for a bullet list of items, use consistent end punctuation for each item i.e., if the 

list short phrases, no punctuation might be needed, but long phrases might require periods 



or other end punctuation. A list that contains one item with end punctuation should 

consistently use end punctuation throughout. 

• Item 1 

• Item 2  

• Item 3 

Or 

• Item one is good! 

• Item two is really only OK. 

• Item three we could do without.  

 

In magazine writing and marketing communications, avoid the scholarly convention of semi-

colons in  

• Don’t do this; 

• Or this; and 

• Certainly not this. 

Capitalization 

*Not SU style* 

In COL market communications, capitalize all proper titles, but not if they are used 

generically or plural: 

• President Barack Obama 

• Barack Obama was 44th President of the United States 

• Comprehensive war powers are given to an American president, despite the 

separation of powers … 

 

Capitalize proper, official, and specific titles of professors, directors, and programs: 

The Hon. James E. Baker is Professor of Law; Director of Institute for Security Policy 

and Law; and Professor of Public Administration, Maxwell School of Citizenship and 

Public Affairs.  

 

Capitalize then proper/official titles of courses, but not if they are used generically or plural: 

• William C. Snyder teaches courses in Computer Crimes and Evidence. 

• Jennifer Breen is an administrative law scholar. 

 

Capitalize the proper/official titles of alumni and their law firm departments, but not if they 



are used generically or plural: 

Alan Pierce, Partner and Leader of the Appellate Practice at Hancock Estabrook, was 

named in the 2019 Best Lawyers in America. 

 

Alan Pierce is among more than a dozen partners at law firm Hancock Estabrook. 

Class Years 

• Law alumnus: Kevin J. Roggow L’05 (no comma after name) 

• In a sentence, no comma after class year unless grammatically necessary: 

Kevin J. Roggow L’05 spoke to the incoming 1L class … 

Kevin J. Roggow L’05, who spoke to the incoming 1L class, was thanked … 

• SU undergraduate alumnus: Peter L. Costas ’54 

• SU graduate school alumnus: LaQuin Alexander G’16 

• Law/graduate school alumnus (i.e., joint degree): Colin Tansits L’17, G’17 

o In general, the second degree is ignored except in very formal references, 

i.e., an award citation. 

• Three degrees or more: Amy Vanderlyke Dygert L'06, G'03, G'06 

o Again, typically only refer to an alumnus’ law degree year in COL 

marketing communications and magazine writing. 

• Undergraduate/law graduate: Michael D. Wohl ’72, L’75 

• Honorary degree: Gerald B. Cramer ’52, H’10 

• With other suffix: Nelson D. Akin II L’74; Richard Levy Jr. L’77 

• Class years—use “Class of 20XX” as the form:  

Among the members of the Class of 2017 was Daniella Weiss … 

• List of alumni in body text: list by class year, oldest first; if in same year, alpha by 

last name:  

Marguerette Hosbach L’80, Kristen Smith L’05, Darren Miller L’07, and Aaron 

Tidman L’07. 

• Placement in Honor Roll of Donors 

1) In a pairing without alums, use alpha first name: 

Debra V. Rao 

Patrick J. Rao 

2) In pairing with one alum, the alum goes first: 

Kevin E. Rittenberry L’77 

Dorothy A. Rittenberry 

3) In pairing with two alums but two different graduation years, use oldest 



year of graduation first: 

Lesley C. Schmidt L’11 

Carl L. Schmidt L’12 

4) In pairing with same grad year, use alpha first name  

Josh Frakes Patterson L’00 

Sabrina Cerretani Patterson L’00 

5) In pairing with no law grads, but still an SU grad year, oldest grad year 

goes first: 

John A. Smith ’72 

Christine E. Smith G’75 

6) In pairing, not alums, with different last name, alpha last name goes first: 

Christine Braunberger 

Martin Walls 

Class Notes 

Use class years as above where appropriate; present company names and abbreviations as 

below (vide “Company Names”); capitalize proper job titles but not generic titles; capitalize 

proper names of departments and practices (but not if they are separate and plural)—if in 

doubt, check the company’s website to see proper names of their departments: 

Blaine T. Bettinger L’09, the Managing Director of the personal injury and litigation 

practices at Bousquet Holstein PLLC, has been named a New York Super Lawyer.  

Katherine J. Neer L’13, an attorney with Henson Efron PC, has been promoted to Junior 

Partner and a member of the firm’s Trusts and Estates Practice.  

Circuit Courts 

In body text, spell out the full, official name of these bodies on first attribution as if spelling 

out the full name of a company or organization (note US; not U.S.):  

… she was a judge for the US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit … 

If not in body text (i.e., in a list), the full official name does not have to be used, and the 

circuit number can be numerical (i.e., in a Blue Book footnote it’s “5th Cir.”) 

Hon. Theodore A. McKee L’75, US Court of Appeals for the 3rd Cir. 



College of Law Official Name  

First attribution: Syracuse University College of Law. 

Thereafter: College of Law, College (capital “C”), or Syracuse. 

• In official communications, do not use: COL, SUCOL, or Syracuse Law . 

Commas 

*Not SU Style* 

The College of Law uses the serial or “Oxford” comma—one reason: the nature or legal 

writing means that complex and compound lists are often used, requiring this grammar for 

digestion:  

• “recruit, retain, and support” 

• “faculty, students, and staff” 

 

Exceptions are made for official names of companies: 

• Bond, Schoeneck & King 

• Cramer, Rosenthal & McGlynn 

 

In lists with internal punctuation, separate comma items with the serial semi-colons: 

• Albany, Syracuse, and Buffalo in New York State; San Francisco, Los Angeles, and 

San Diego in California; and Fort Myers, Tampa Bay, and Jacksonville in Florida. 

 

Set off a quotation with a comma and a capital letter if attribution comes first (for other 

grammar with quotations, see “Style” below):  

Dean Craig M. Boise asked, “Was the event a success?” 

Company Names 

No periods or commas with corporation acronyms: LLP, LLC, PLLC, PC, LP, PLC, PA 

• Bousquet Holstein PLLC 

• Shepard Law LLC 

• William Mattar PC 

 

Other forms (no commas after proper name):  

• D.J. & J.A. Cirando Esqs. (“esquire” is an archaic term for a lawyer who has 

passed the bar exam and should only be used if it forms the proper name of a 



company). 

• Firetree Ltd. (“Ltd.” Is an abbreviation for “Limited,” not an acronym, and so 

should be in sentence case with a period). 

• Gilead Sciences Inc. (“Inc.” is an abbreviation for “Incorporated”). 

 

Ampersands—retain if part of a company name: Snell & Wilmer LLP 

Commas—No serial comma if company’s official name does not use it: Bond, Schoeneck & 

King PLLC 

If in doubt about a company name, visit the company’s website to see their preferred 

spelling/form. Some companies change the spelling or form of their incorporated name for 

marketing purposes —e.g., Robert Bosch LLC becomes Bosch USA—so the rule of thumb is, 

follow the company’s own lead. The copyright at the end of a website homepage should 

present the official name, and/or check the company’s “About Us” page to see if they use a 

branded version of their name.  

Dates 

In text, for m/d/y forms, abbreviate only the longer month names (and treat March as a 

short name):  

• Jan. 1, 2020 

• July 16, 2018 

• March 1, 2022 

• May 1, 2049 

 

Thereafter for m/d in an already noted year, or a generic m/d, or when the year is not 

necessary, use the non-abbreviated month form:  

Other events are planned for 2018, including one on January 20. 

Plural form for years—no apostrophe: 1960s (for the entire decade i.e., the Sixties) vs. 

1960’s (for something that happen in that year: “it was 1960’s top pop hit …”) 

Degrees 

*Not SU style* 

Use periods with: J.D., Ph.D., M.A., M.P.A., etc.  

• Yes, we are aware that this rule is a departure from our acronym style (periods 

with abbreviations; none with acronyms). Rather, this style follows academic 

convention rather than our abbreviation/acronym logic. 



Capitals for official names of degrees: Master of Laws; Master of Arts in International 

Relations; Bachelor of Arts; Doctor of Divinity 

No caps for generic degree reference: … a master’s degree in national security law … 

Typically, call a member of the law faculty “Professor” if their title is adjunct, teaching, 

assistant, associate, or full professor (do not use Prof.).  

• If the person is a Ph.D. or Ed.D. working outside the academy, use his/her 

preferred title (either Dr. as a prefix or Ph.D. as a suffix), although if in doubt, 

Ph.D. suffix is preferred to Dr. if the person is not a medical doctor and not a 

professor.  

Ellipsis 

Use space either side:  

• For more information … 

• An ellipsis in COL writing … consists of three periods. 

• A sentence can end with an ellipsis, no need to add an extra period …  

 

Honorifics & Titles 

Academics (also see “Degrees” above): Professor William C. Banks; Dr. Corri Zoli; Keith J. 

Bybee M.A., Ph.D. (no comma after name) 

In general, the first attribution of a professor should be his or her full COL title (“Crandall 

Melvin Professor of Law Shubha Ghosh”). Thereafter, use the professor’s last name. If 

second attribution comes several paragraphs after the first (as in a long magazine story), 

then “Professor Ghosh” can be used to re-introduce.  

Judges: Abbreviate “Honorable” and add “the” beforehand: The Hon. Frederick J. Scullin Jr.  

• Thereafter, Judge Scullin. (*not SU style*) 

Military: in general, use lowercase abbreviations/acronyms for rank, and if retired, “Ret.” 

comes last, capitalized, abbreviated, and in parentheses: Vice Adm. Robert B. Murrett (Ret.); 

Col. Ryan O. Maender 

o Other ranks: Cpt.; Maj.; 1st Lt.; 2nd Lt.; Lt. Col.; Lt. Gen.; Maj. Gen.; Brig. Gen.; 

Gen.; Lt. Cdr.; Cdr.; Rear Adm. … 

Abbreviations: Use period after abbreviated Dr., Mr., Ms., Hon., etc. 

Titles should be capitalized unless generic or plural: 

• Associate Dean for Research and Online Education Nina A. Kohn … 



• Nina A. Kohn, Associate Dean for Research and Online Education, is a professor… 

• Nina Kohn is Associate Dean at Syracuse University College of Law. 

• When she became an associate dean, Nina A. Kohn relinquished one of her 

courses… 

• One of several associate deans, Nina A. Kohn … 

Numbers 

In text, spell out one through nine; thereafter 10, 11, 12, 100, 1,000, etc.  

For ordinals: 

• In a sentence: first, second, third, … tenth, eleventh … 

• In a title: Second Annual Class Act Wall of Fame Dedication; 24th Annual SPIN 

Auction. 

• Remember, it’s never “First or 1st annual” as the event might not happen again! 

However, “inaugural” can be used in some circumstances. 

For ages, always use numericals: “He was 4 years old.” 

Percentages 

• In text, % is preferred to “percent” e.g., 80% 

Personal Names 

Use period for formal middle initials or similar abbreviations: Robert T. Conrad; C. Cora 

True-Frost; H.F. Gallagher L’70 

Use proper names not familiar names or nicknames in formal writing—Professor Kathleen 

M. O’Connor (not the informal KC O’Connor)—unless there is a known, stated preference 

i.e., Professor Corri Zoli not Professor Corrinne B. Zoli. 

Suffix: no comma with Jr. or Sr. abbreviation: Richard Levy Jr. L’77 

Maiden names: typically follow the preference of the named person, whether a maiden 

name is used separately, abbreviated, or hyphenated.  

… Amanda Hiffa Dondero L'11 met with Staci Dennis-Taylor L'14 … 

In general, avoid the out-dated practice of bracketing maiden names for women, although 

you can use in alumni magazines if preferred or when referencing the alum’s school days! 

Erika (Barnes) Holliday L’93 remembers her legal writing courses well … 

In the COL Yearbook, Stories Book, and Giving Book, proper names of people associated 

with the College of Law or Syracuse University should be bolded, along with the proper 

names of current COL institutes, centers, programs, and units.  



Amanda Hiffa Dondero L'11 met with Staci Dennis-Taylor L'14 … 

Hon. James E. Baker, Director of the Institute for Security Policy and Law … 

 

Placenames 

Use US Post Office abbreviations (no periods) for city, state combinations and a comma (this 

goes for the District of Columbia): Syracuse, NY; Washington, DC; San Juan, PR (*Not SU 

Style*) 

No periods with country abbreviations: US, UK, UAE, NZ, DR Congo (*Not SU Style*) 

In a sentence, comma after the state abbreviation as it is considered parenthetical: … 

externship programs, such as the one in Washington, DC, were popular … 

• Exception: no state or nation necessary with certain very well-known cities, 

unless differentiating: New York City; London (but London, ON); Paris (but Paris, 

TX), Tokyo, etc. … 

 

No comma after state when adding zipcode in an address: Syracuse, NY 13244 

Organization Names 

On second attribution, for an entity associated with the University or College, use capitals: 

“William C. Banks is the Founding Director of the Institute for National Security and 

Counterterrorism. The Institute was created in 2003.” (*Not SU Style*) 

But do not capitalize in the case of an outside entity: “MITVIM is located in Herzliya, Israel. 

This institute has ties to the Maxwell School.” 

As with placenames, don’t use periods in organizational acronyms: NATO, UN, CNN, PBS … 

Always use the company’s proper name, even if that means breaking house rules about 

serial commas or use of ampersands in body text: Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC (not Bond, 

Schoeneck, and King PLLC). 

Phone Numbers 

Use periods between numbers: 888.352.9535 

Publication Titles & Citations 

Newspaper (italics): The New York Times, The Boston Globe, The Daily Orange, Syracuse 

Post-Standard 



Journals (italics): Syracuse Law Review, Journal of Terrorism and Security Analysis 

Books (italics): Oxford Research Handbook of Economics and Finance  

Films, TV shows, radio shows, podcasts (italics): The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, 60 

Minutes, Marketplace Money, Stay Tuned with Preet 

Websites and Blogs (italics if proper name): Politifact, Climate Comments, Legal Pulse, 

TaxProfBlog. No italics if the name is its URL: law.com, change.org 

Articles and presented papers (quote marks): "The Failure of the United States to Ratify the 

CRPD" 

Conferences, Symposia, Workshops (quote marks): "Policy and Technology Responses to 

Climate Change"  

TV/radio companies/networks (no italics): Bloomberg Radio (but Bloomberg Law for its 

program); NPR; CBS 

For exclusively law audiences, BlueBook style should be used to present law journal entries 

and books:  

Nuno Garoupa & Chris William Sanchirico, Decoupling as Transactions Tax, 39 J. Legal 

Stud. 469, 470 (2010). 

Francis A. Carey, Organic Chemistry 310 (Kent A. Peterson et al. eds., 6th ed. 2006) 

However, a simplified citation is preferred for general audiences or in the case of 

interdisciplinary scholarship (where several citation methods—Chicago, MLA, APA, 

BlueBook—intersect): 

Garoupa, N. & C.W. Sanchirico. “Decoupling as Transactions.” Journal of Legal Studies 39 

(2010).  

Carey, F.A. Organic Chemistry, 6th ed. Eds. K.A. Peterson et al. McGraw-Hill, 2006.  

Student Attribution 

Place the abbreviation for law school year before a student’s name: 2L Pthara Jeppe, 1L 

Julia Wingfield 

List students by class year first, then alpha:  

3L Anna Pinchuk, 2Ls Erin Shea and Erika Simonson, and 1L Sophie Bober. 

If a joint student, the designation is: 2019 J.D./M.P.A. candidate Matthew Wallace or 

Matthew Wallace, a J.D./M.P.A. candidate (2019)  

When referring to students in a sentence, different forms are accepted: 



• The second-year students … 

• The 2L students … 

• Students in their 2L year … 

 

In summer, when referring to a student, use “rising” next to the year they are entering:  

... rising 3L Ptara Jeppe … 

Style—misc. issues 

“before” vs. “prior to”—typically, “before” is a preposition and “prior” is an adjective (“prior 

to” is also flagged as “pompous” and “overly formal” by Webster’s!) 

• Before he became a judge, the Hon. Theodore McKee was … (not “prior to 

becoming”) 

• Did you have prior experience as writer before agreeing to write a style guide? 

(Prior is an adjective modifying “experience”) 

Contractions, hyphens, or not?—Use AP style if in doubt on hyphenated words, although in 

general, if a neologism is in general use, the phrase should be contracted (except in the case 

of “health care”, apparently) 

• Anarcho-cyberwarriors (a clear neologism, so definitely hyphenated) 

• Counterterrorism (not counter-terrorism) 

• Cybersecurity (not cyber-security) 

• Postconflict (not post-conflict) 

• Servicemembers (not service-members) 

• Livestreamed (not live-streamed) 

• Policymakers (not policy-makers) 

• BUT … health care (per AP, a persistent exception to the “general use rule”) 

E.g., i.e.,—use a comma after both: e.g., the example I have just provided 

Em-dash—An alternative to parenthesis/brackets; do not use a space either side: 

… to serve their country—as well as the rule of law—in the military … 

“fewer” vs. “less”—typically “fewer” deals with a plural noun; “less” with general, singular 

categories 

• There were fewer students this year. 

• There was less money that he thought.  

 

“fewer than” vs. “less than”—typically, use “fewer than” when dealing with countable 

numbers; “less than” when dealing with adjectives and percentages.  



• There were fewer than 100 attendees. 

• We had less than 10% compliance. 

• We had less than a half a tank of gas.  

 

Punctuation and quotation and exclamation marks—in American English, punctuation 

generally goes inside quotation and exclamation marks: 

• “The event was a resounding success,” says Dean Craig M. Boise. 

• Dean Craig M. Boise called the event a “raging success!” 

• Dean Craig M. Boise asked, “Was the event a success?” 

 

Exceptions include sentences that use question marks/exclamation marks if they refer 

not to the quote but the whole sentence: 

Did you agree with the Dean when he said the event was a “success”? 

And in the case semi-colons that balance two clauses:  

Banks described the ruling as "a definitive step forward"; other legal experts 

disagreed. 

internet, web—current style calls for both of these not to be capitalized  

In general, just as hyphenated words become contractions with use, so some proper 

names can sometimes become generic with use, especially when no longer trademarked. 

Thus, World Wide Web has become “web,” but existing trademarks “Kleenex” and 

“Dumpster” must still be capitalized even when being use generically for a tissue and a 

large trash can).  

“more than” vs. “over”—typically “more than” is used for countable numbers; “over” refers 

to physical space (antonym: “under”) 

• More than 100 students attended the event, so I jumped over the seats to get to 

the front.  

 

“such as” vs. “like”—the former is preferable when setting of a list: “we strive to provide a 

legal education that utilizes modern teaching methods, such as real-world simulations.” This 

rule also recognizes that “like” is still primarily a preposition meaning “having the same 

qualities as” rather than a synonym of “for example”. 

Syracuse University 

First attribution “Syracuse University”; thereafter, the “University” (avoid “SU” in formal 

writing) 



Time 

Use these forms (periods with a.m./p.m.): 

• 7 p.m., 5:30 p.m. 

• 6-8 a.m.; 4:30-5:30 p.m.; 2-5:30 p.m. 

• 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

• noon - 2:45 p.m. (to avoid any confusion, noon is preferred to 12 p.m.) 

Eastern Time 

• Eastern Time, or ET, is preferred to avoid confusion between EDT (“summer 

time”) and EST (“winter time”) 

• Thus also, Central Time (CT); Mountain Time (MT); Pacific Time (PT) 

Websites 

In marketing communications and magazine writing, avoid the http:// and www prefixes 

unless absolutely necessary (plus, these old web conventions are being deprecated): 

law.syr.edu not http://www.law.syr.edu 
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